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Numerical Modeling of Fluid Flow in the Tape Casting
Process
Masoud Jabbari and Jesper Hattel
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Technical University of Denmark, Nils Koppels Allé, 2800 Kgs. Lyngby,
Denmark.
Abstract. The flow behavior of the fluid in the tape casting process is analyzed. A simple geometry is assumed for
running the numerical calculations in ANSYS Fluent and the main parameters are expressed in non-dimensional form.
The effect of different values for substrate velocity and pressure force on the flow pattern as well as resultant tape
thickness is evaluated. The analysis deals with the case of parallel blades and focuses on the ratio between the present
hydrostatic pressure and the magnitude of the viscous force. A new non-dimensional height for the tape thickness is
proposed and the effect of the substrate velocity is evaluated. The results of the modeling show that a relatively uniform
tape thickness can be achieved. Moreover, the results are compared with selected experimental and analytical data from
literature and good agreement is found.
Keywords: Tape casting, non-dimensional parameters, substrate velocity, tape thickness.
PACS: 47.11.Df

INTRODUCTION
Tape casting is a well-established technique used for large-scale fabrication of ceramic substrates and multilayered structures [1]. In this method the ceramic slurry which is mixed with binders, plasticizers and dispersants, is
pumped into a ceramic container and is then conveyed through the doctor blade to the drying step. The general
principle of the process is illustrated in Figure 1. The parallel (doctor) blade process was first used in preparing
ceramic tapes in the 1940s and it has a key role in producing thin and flat ceramic tapes [2; 3]. Tapes which are
formed by tape casting are generally thin, ranging from a few microns to a few millimeters. The thickness is of
critical importance in tape casting, since it affects the final properties of the tape. Different parameters such as
powder distribution, slurry composition, flow field, sintering and etc. affect the thickness of final tape [4-6].
Moreover, the geometry of the process itself has different effects on the related final properties of final product [7].
In general, the fluid flow in the doctor blade region and the subsequent outflow can be modelled using NavierStokes equations in two dimensions realizing that the flow is generated by the viscous drag due to the peeling
velocity of the substrate as well as the static hydraulic pressure in the slurry reservoir. There are a few research
papers in which the flow field and the resulting tape thickness were modeled analytically. Chou et al. [4] modeled
the flow in the parallel blade region. Because of the low Reynolds number, they neglect the inertia forces hence
assuming Newtonian-Stokes flow.
In a general sense, fluids that exhibit characteristics not predicted by the Newtonian constitutive equations are
non-Newtonian. The exceptions to the classical Newtonian fluids are not of rare occurrence, and in fact many
common fluids are non-Newtonian. Figure 2 shows the rheological classification of the non-Newtonian fluids. The
Bingham constitutive was used by Guangneng Zhang et al. [8] to model the flow in the tape casting process. The
Bingham formulation represents a linear relation between shear stress and shear rate like for Newtonian fluids, but
also combines with a yield stress threshold for flow. However this model is not realistic enough for most slurries.
Pitchumani and Karbhari [9] evaluated the effects of an imposed pressure gradient due to the height of the slurry in
the casting head, as well as those of the drag due to the moving substrate on the slurry flow, by modeling the slurry
discharge as a generalized planar Couette flow. Many difficulties are encountered when predicting non-Newtonian
flow. This is mainly due to the theoretical predictions usually being based upon idealized rheological fluid properties
with associated constitutive equations that are often difficult to verify under conditions of complex flows. An
example of numerical modeling of the tape casting process was carried out by Loest et al. [10] using the finite
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element meethod (FEM). Their work was
w mainly foocused on the flow entry in
n the reservoirr to evaluate the
t vortices.
Also, pressure-driven floow was negleccted since theyy used a narro
ow range of caasting conditioons.
The purrpose of the present
p
investigation is to nuumerically mo
odel the fluid flow in the taape casting prrocess using
the finite voolume methodd (FVM) in th
he commerciall software AN
NSYS Fluent. As
A a very coaarse simplificaation for this
preliminaryy analysis, liquuid water is ussed as a modeel fluid under the assumptio
on of an incom
mpressible and
d Newtonian
slurry. A veery simple L-sshape geometrry was used too carry out thee modeling. In
n real tape cassting the exit height
h
of the
blade and tthe final heighht of the wet tape
t
are in thee range of milllimeters. Morreover, the heeight of the slu
urry and the
dimensionss of the tape caster in generral are in the rrange of centim
meters. So, in order to avoiid an extremelly fine mesh
in the doctor blade reggion the scalees which are used in the model are in
i the range of centimeters. But, for
generalizinng the model, all parameterrs are used inn non-dimensiional form. Both
B
pressure gradient and drag forces
were impleemented in thhe model. Thee numerical m
model calculaates the flow in the containner and the doctor
d
blade
region, so the tape thickkness which goes
g
out of th
the doctor blaade is consequ
uently determ
mined on the basis of the
T model w
was compared with analyticcal and experrimental resullts from the
continuity equation (maass balance). The
literature annd good agreeement was fou
und.

FIGUR
RE 1. Schematiic of tape castin
ng process.

FIGURE
F
2. Rh
heological classi
sification of fluiids.

MODE
EL DESCRIIPTION
The sluurry movemennt in the tape casting proceess can be mo
odeled as both
h pressure- annd shear-driveen (Couette)
flows. The 2D cross-secction of the taape casting ggeometry whicch is used in this paper is shown in Figure 3. The
pressure is imposed to the system by
y the slurry hhead, οܲ ൌ ߩ௦ ܪ௦ ݃, in whiich ݃, ߩ௦ andd ܪ௦ are resp
pectively the
ght of the slurrry. In the casse of a contin
nuous process one can assu
ume that the
gravity accceleration, dennsity and heig
slurry is puumped into thhe reservoir with
w a similarr rate as the flow
f
leaving the doctor blaade region reesulting in a
constant pressure height..
For an iincompressiblle, Newtonian
n fluid, and byy using a no-slip boundary
y condition att the walls, the simplified
Navier-Stokkes equations are solved yielding the exppressions belo
ow [2]:
ݑ௬ ൌ
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Presssure-driven floow
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Sheaar-driven flow
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where ݑ௬ iis the slurry velocity, ߟ iss the viscosityy, ܷ the castting velocity, and ȟܲ is thhe pressure gradient. For
expressing the solution on
o non-dimensional form w
which also mak
kes comparing
g with analytiical results fro
om literature
ward, the folllowing non-d
dimensional pparameters ass suggested by
b Hyun Jun Kim and et al. [2] are
straightforw
introduced::
Ȱൌ
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The sole parameter in
i this solution which deterrmines the sh
hape of the veelocity profilees as well as the
t wet tape
K et al. [2] proved. As ilillustrated in Figure
F
4, by
thickness iss the ratio of pressure forcce to viscous fforce ȫ, As Kim
increasing tthis ratio the height
h
of the slurry which lleaves the docctor blade region (= the thicckness of the wet tape) is
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increased. T
This phenomeenon arises fro
om the mass bbalance and so
olving the resu
ulting continuuity equation which
w
states
that the “arrea” of the velocity profiles the in two reggions should be
b the same (ܣ
ܣᇱ ൌ )ܣ.

FIGURE 3. Geometry of tape
t
casting useed in the analyssis.

A`

A

A`

A

A`

A

FIGURE 4. Effect of the ȫ parameter on the tape thicknness.

RESULTS
S AND DIS
SSCUSION
N
d
blade zzone. The ressults for the
The firsst output of thhe numerical simulation iss the velocity field in the doctor
defined heiight of doctorr blade (here ͷܿ݉)
ͷ
show thhat in the con
nstant hydrostatic pressure condition, decreasing the
substrate vvelocity leads to increase of
o the viscouss forces, and consequently
y the curvaturre of the velo
ocity profile
increases (aas it seen from
m Figure 5). This
T phenomennon affects thee velocity profile also. On tthe other hand
d, increasing
the pressurre head resultss in increasin
ng of the areaa of the velociity profile ())ܣ, which can be seen in Fiigure 6, and
consequenttly the “area” out of the bllade (ܣᇱ ) is inncreased. On the contrary, increasing thee substrate veelocity for a
constant prressure force, the thickness of tape is deccreased in thee exit and vicee versa. It shoould also be noted
n
that in
the limit off ȫ ͳ ا, the primarily
p
sheaar-driven flow
w has the samee velocity and shear stress pprofile for New
wtonian and
power-law fluids [2].

FIGURE 5. Velocity profiile in the doctorr blade region ffor different sub
bstrate velocitiees.

The thicckness of the wet tape was divided by thhe height of do
octor blade to introduce a nnew non-dimensional tape
ܪ௧ Τܪ ൌ Ȟ). The effect of
thickness (ܪ
o the substraate velocity on
n the new pro
oposed param
meter (Ȟ) was investigated
and illustraated in Figuree 7. The resu
ults show thatt as the velocity of the su
ubstrate becom
mes high the value of Ȟ
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decreases. This behavioor also agreess with the vellocity profile evaluation. Specifically
S
itt is observed that as the
mensional tap
pe thickness bbecomes consttant. From a
velocity off the substrate reaches a speecific thresholld, the non-dim
process-vieewpoint it is im
mportant to haave a constantt substrate vellocity to get uniform
u
tape thhickness. Thu
us, to choose
a proper veelocity in the process, you
u should avoidd being in thee first region in Figure 7 ((ൎ Ͳ  ܷ  ͳ),
ͳ since the
highest varriation in the taape thickness takes place inn this area. In addition, the advantage of such a diagram
m is to have
good basiccs for choosiing the substtrate velocity . Besides, ussing a non-dimensional ddiagram preseents another
advantage in which, anyy similar geom
metry in the ttape casting process
p
can bee evaluated annd estimated to choose a
practical suubstrate velociity.

mensional veloccity profile in thhe blade on
FIGURE 66. The non-dim
the basis of ddifferent ȫ.

FIGURE
F
7. Effect of the ssubstrate velocity (ܷ) on the
non-dimensiona
n
al tape thicknesss (Ȟ).

CO
ONCLUSIO
ON
In the present paper a numerical simulation of thhe flow for an
n L-shape tapee casting proceess is carried out with the
p
and viscous forces (ȫ), the non-dimensional
FV based ssoftware ANSYS Fluent. Baased on the raatio between pressure
velocity profile was predicted and co
ompared with the analyticaal solution fro
om Kim et al [2]. The behavior of the
d
as a function of ȫ. It is obserrved that by in
increasing thee value of ȫ
slurry afterr the blade exxit was also discussed
(decreasingg the substratte velocity) th
he slurry in the blade exit tends to in
ncrease the hheight of the slurry, thus
increasing thickness of the tape. In order
o
have a general param
meter in the process
p
to coompare with, a new nonw
is the raatio of the tapee thickness to the height off the blade exitt. The effect
dimensionaal term was prroposed (Ȟ), which
of substratee velocity on the
t proposed parameter
p
wass evaluated. Results
R
show th
hat by increassing the substrrate velocity
(decreasingg ȫ) the param
meter Ȟ decreaases until a ceertain point, where
w
it reach
hes a plateau w
with a relatively constant
value.
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